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Abstract: Electric vehicle cell industry is an emerging area with fierce competition on technical
innovation, in which the patent holder can choose different innovation diffusion options to maximize
the return; however, the strategy is unclear in certain scenarios. We tried to explain the question of
how to maximize the patent holder’s return by appropriate patent license strategy to promote EV
cell innovation diffusion, when competition and patent licensing relationship exist in the supply
chain. A multistage and multichannel diffusion model of EV cell comprising the patent holder,
EV cell producer and EV producers is developed; the evolutionary game is analyzed considering
the competition among same stage players and patent licensing relationship among different stage
players; and an optimization algorithm is introduced to find the maximum weighted object function
of the patent holder. We established the multistage and multichannel diffusion model and found a
nonlinear complex relationship between patent holder object function and the key factors including
patent royalty pricing and innovation advantage coefficient; in addition, an optimization algorithm
is developed based on adopters’ decision-making related with competition and patent licensing.

Keywords: innovation diffusion; patent; system dynamics; evolutionary game; optimization algorithm

1. Introduction

EV (electric vehicle) cell producer and EV producers are key players that comprise
the supply chain. While advantage EV cell technology emerges with patent protection,
the patent holder can choose to produce the EV cell for its own EV factory use, sell for
external EV producers, or license the patent to the external EV cell producer. However,
among the EV cell producers, there is a competition relationship; therefore, as the EV cell
producer, if the patent holder also owns an EV cell producer and EV producer, what is the
way to maximize the return of the patent holder? Is there any algorithm to find the optimal
return of the patent holder considering the adoption decision? As the core component of
electric vehicle which is critical for Eco-innovation [1–3], the adoption decision of EV cell
producers and EV producers on the patented EV cell impacted by patent royalty, return
and cost, competition is related with the number of producers that adopted patented EV
cell technology. The patent licensing strategy played a critical role on how to promote the
innovation diffusion, which is an interesting problem to be solved [4]. We tried to explore
this question by evolutionary game analysis and optimization algorithm to find the most
favorable strategy. The existing literature considers patent licensing when outsourcing
production to competitors in different supply chain scenarios and perspectives [3–11];
however, the supply chain structure and scenarios are different than the EV industry,
and there is a lack of an optimization algorithm, which is as necessary as it is difficult to
find optimal return considering the nonlinear relationship with several factors, which is
multidimensional decision space.
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This paper aims to explore the conceptional and mathematical model of the interplay
between patent and innovation diffusion of EV cell industry. Based on different innovation
diffusion channels with different layered players in the supply chain and taking into
account the patents factor that impact market entry and market adoption [12–15], an
integrated model of EV cell innovation diffusion was established. To analyze the payoff
and strategy of innovator and adopter, the evolutionary game mathematical model and
ESS (Evolutionary Stable Strategies) strategy were introduced. To find the local and global
optimization strategy in the strategy space, we developed an optimization algorithm based
on innovator’ patent strategy and adopters’ interaction and competition.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a review on literature that in
relation to the topics that focused on our study. Section 3 describes the conceptional
and mathematical models. In Section 4, we display the process of evolutionary game
modeling and equilibrium analysis, with simulation and discussions. Section 5 presents
the optimization algorithm. Finally, in Section 6, a summary of major conclusions, policy
implications and further proposed research in this area is presented.

2. Literature Backgrounds

Liu et al. studied the outsourcing strategy, considering patent licensing, the model
and analysis is the target on an electronic product supply chain composed of a patent
holder, an OEM and a contract manufacturer (CM) [5]. Bagchi and Mukherjee studied
the profits of technology holders under product differentiation and market competition,
impacted by the factors of different patent licensing forms [6]. Chen and Dimitrov studied
green patent technology licensing issue and found that green product firms could lose
their competitive advantage through patent licensing [3]. Hill analyzed whether firms
should license patents to their potential competitors and found that licensing fees play
a critical role in patent licensing [7]. Wang et al. studied the decision of technology-
supplier’s licensing in networked supply chain. Wang tried to answer the question on
how to choose fixed licensing fee or unit licensing fee based on the duopoly Cournot
competition [8]. Wu constructed a dynamic game model to study the price competition and
patent technology licensing of differentiated competitive enterprises, taking into account
of the random market demand. Yan and Yang studied different forms of patent licensing
contracts and how patent holders should choose licensing contracts [9]. Yang et al. studied
the patent-holding supplier’s willingness to license its technology to a competitive supplier
considering two forms of the fees, which is affected by the risk of supply disruption [10].
Zhang et al. studied the optimized patent licensing strategy of OEM for a supply chain
consist of an OEM and a contract manufacturer, considering the joint R&D investment of
two firms to improve the quality of product [11].

Unlike most of the research on patent licensing being studied from the perspective of
the patent-holder’s authorization, this paper studies the patent licensee adoption decision
and competition from three-stages supply chain, also to develop the optimization algorithm
for decision-making, which contributes to literature on patent licensing strategy in the EV
cell industry.

The hypothesis of our study is if there is patent holder that owns its EV cell producer
and an EV producer which engaged in the downstream competition, the patent holder
can choose patent licensing, produce the EV cell for its own EV producer use, or produce
EV cell for external EV producer use, or a combination of the above two or three options.
Under these scenarios, the patent holder can obtain return through patent licensing royalty
or selling EV cell or EV; however, as the competition relationship exist, how to make
decision is a complex issue that the adoption is decision making of patentee, which is in
dynamic changing as competition exists. In addition, multiple influencing factors in this
relationship are nonlinear.

This paper aims to answer the following questions:

(1) How will the relationship of key players evolve under certain innovation diffusion
channels if the patent holder also owns the EV cell producer and EV producer?
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(2) What is the way to maximize the return of the patent holder considering the adoption
decision making, technology features, patent royalty and competition relationship?

To answer the above two questions, we firstly establish the conceptional model to clar-
ify the supply chain structure and innovation diffusion channels [16], the model integrated
the patent holder, EV cell producer and EV producers as key players, and then we use
evolutionary game analysis, considering the adoption decision making and considering
their payoff and its ESS (Evolutionary Stable Strategies) of adoption ratio (innovation
diffusion ratio). Furthermore, based on the ESS (Evolutionary Stable Strategies) analysis,
we develop an optimization algorithm to find the maximum weighted object function of
the patent holder.

3. Conceptional and Mathematical Model
3.1. The Innovation Diffusion Channel of EV Cell

In this paper, from the perspective of the upstream and downstream of the supply
chain, we listed the EV cell patent holder, battery producer, vehicle producer, and EV
market as the layered innovation diffusion channel structure.

The patent holder developed an innovative EV cell which can have better performance
and safety characteristics than its competitors, and the patent holder can produce for its
own EV use, and/or produce the EV cell then sold to the external vehicle producers, and/or
licensing the patent to the external EV cell producers, which can have competition with
external EV cell producers and EV producers, the diffusion channel diagram as shown in
Figure 1.
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3.2. Hypothesis

(1) Market potential hypothesis: assuming that each electric vehicle is equipped with
one set of EV cell, this paper takes the overall potential market size after the long-term
evolution, and the actual market size is logistic model based on the competition and
reproduction of end user market.

(2) Safety and performance hypothesis: the patented EV cell technology has relative
competitive advantage, such as higher safety level, faster charging time, longer battery
life, etc., the ratio of market share of patented EV cell is a: the market share; the other
competitive EV cell is 1 − a, both range of [0, 1].
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(3) Patent licensing hypothesis: EV cell patent holders license patents only to EV cell
producers, but not directly to EV producers, and patented EV cell producers can sell to any
EV producers without licensing limitation.

(4) Firms hypothesis: Suppose there is one dominant EV cell patent holder in the
industry (which owns one EV producer and one EV cell producer), and n EV producers
(excluding one battery holder owns EV producer), m EV cell producers (excluding one
patent holder own EV cell producer).

(5) Adoption decision-making hypothesis: producers adoption decision-making is
rational weighing the benefits and costs [17].

3.3. Payoff of Players

As the relationship between produce for own use and producer for external use
is relatively simple, secondly, it is not common to choose to produce for own use and
patent license channels at the same time, as there is a conflict of patent holder’s intentions
between these two options. Therefore, this paper focused on the analysis of the relationship
between produce for own use and patent license options. The pay-off matrix is listed in
Tables 1 and 2, which is EV cell producers and EV producers, respectively.

Table 1. Pay-off table of EV cell producer.

Game Players EV Cell Producer 2
Adopted A (y) Adopted B (1 − y)

EV cell producer 1 Adopted A (y) B1, B1 B1, B2
Adopted B (1 − y) B2, B1 B2, B2

Table 2. Pay-off table of EV producer.

Game Players EV Producer 2
Adopted A (x) Adopted B (1 − x)

EV producer 1 Adopted A (x) C1, C1 C1, C2
Adopted B (1 − x) C2, C1 C2, C2

The pay-off of each producer is listed in Formulas (1)–(4), the adoption pay-off is
impacted by each other, as the market share of market is under competition. The total
return of the patent holder is calculated as Formula (5):

B1 =
ma(r− l)

ys + 1
(1)

B2 =
(1− a)mu
(1− y)s

(2)

C1 =
mav

1 + xt
(3)

C2 =
maw(1− x)
(1− x)t

=
maw

t
(4)

PA =
labm
b + 1

+
pma
c + 1

+
qmac

(b + 1)(c + 1)
=

laysm
ys + 1

+
pma

xt + 1
+

qmaxt
(ys + 1)(xt + 1)

(5)

To set the parameters for simulation, the initial values are set by the reference of public
resources, such as listed EV cell and EV company reports, details are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Parameter table.

Symbol Note Initial Value Unit

m0 Total market potential amount of EV cell-initial value 300 unit
mp Total market potential amount of EV cell-long term value 15,000,000 unit
a Patented EV cell A advantage coefficient 0.8 %

1 − a Non-patented EV cell B advantage coefficient 0.2 %
s Total amount of EV cell producers 1000 unit
y Share of EV cell producers that adopted patent A 50 %

b = ys Amount of EV cell producers that adopted patent A 500 unit
(1 − y)s Amount of EV cell producers that adopted non-patented EV cell B 500 unit

c = xt Amount of EV producers that adopted patented EV cell A 25,000 unit
(1 − x)t Amount of EV producers that adopted non-patented EV cell B 25,000 unit

t Total amount of EV producers 50,000 unit
x Share of EV producers that adopted patented EV cell A 50 %

1 − x Share of EV producers that adopted non-patented EV cell B 50 %

l The patent royalty of each unit EV cell of that each EV cell producer that
pays the patent holder A 1500 Dollar

p Patent holder’s unit profit that sells one EV 2100 Dollar
q Unit profit that patent holder sell EV cell to external EV producer 1700 Dollar
r Unit profit of external EV cell producer that adopted patent A 2100 Dollar
u Unit profit of external EV cell producer that adopted non-patented B 1300 Dollar
v Unit profit of external EV producer that adopted patented EV cell A 1700 Dollar
w Unit profit of external EV producer that adopted non-patented EV cell B 1400 Dollar

Where the total market logistical formula = mp ×m × EXP(Time × 4)/(mp + m × (EXP(Time × 4) − 1)).

3.4. Replicator Dynamic Equation

External EV cell producer:

F(y) = dy
dt = y(1− y)

(
ma(r−l)

ys+1 −
(1−a)mu
(1−y)s

)
= y

(
ma(r−l)(1−y)

ys+1 − (1−a)mu
s

) (6)

and its derivative equation:

d(F(y))
dy

= m(−asy(l−r)(−sy+s(y−1)−1)+as(l−r)(y−1)(sy+1)+u(a−1)(sy+1)2)

s(sy+1)2

(7)

External EV producer:

F(x) =
dx
dt

= x(1− x)
(

mav
1 + xt

− maw
t

)
(8)

and its derivative equation:

d(F(x))
dx

= − amtvx(1− x)

(tx + 1)2 + (1− 2x)
(

amv
tx + 1

− amw
t

)
(9)

Based on the replicator dynamic equation and its derivative equation in Formulas (6)–(9),
we find the equilibrium point of y and x, also the analysis of the stability of each point,
based on the derivative value and conditions, respectively, as shown in Tables 4 and 5.
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Table 4. Stability table of EV cell producer.

Equilibrium Point y Derivative Stability

0 m
(
−a(l − r) + u(a−1)

s

)
Uncertain

y∗ = als−ars−au+u
s(al−ar+au−u)

m(a2 l2−2a2 lr+a2 ls2u−a2 lsu+a2r2−a2rs2u+a2rsu−a2s3u2−als2u+alsu+ars2u−arsu+2as3u2−s3u2)
a(ls+l−rs−r)

Uncertain

Table 5. Stability table of EV producer.

Equilibrium Point x Derivative Conditions Stability

0 am(tv−w)
t

tv < w ESS
tv ≥ w Instability

1 am(−tv+tw+w)
t(t+1)

w + tw − tv < 0 ESS
w + tw − tv ≥ 0 Instability

x∗ = v
w −

1
t − am(tv−w)(−tv+tw+w)

t3v
w + tw > tv > w ESS

w > t v or
0 > w + tw − tv x* is not within [0, 1]

4. Simulation

The system dynamic model was established to simulate the proportion x and y varia-
tion with time under the impact of different sets of factors, based on the Formulas (6) and (8),
the initial values refer to Table 3, the detailed diagram is shown in Figure 2.
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4.1. Sensitivity Analysis of Factor r: Unit Profit of External EV Cell Producer That Adopted
Patent A

After adopting patented battery technology of EV cell A, the external EV cell producers
pay patent royalty, and the impact of changes in battery sales, profits on the evolution
process are simulated. Compared with other battery profits, when the relative profits are
small, there will be no external EV cell producers choose to adopt the EV cell patent A.
With the increase in profit delivered to the EV cell producer, the innovation diffusion ratio
rises to close to 100%, as shown in Figure 3.
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4.2. Sensitivity Analysis of Factor u: Unit Profit of External EV Cell Producer That Adopted
Non-Patented B

Similarly, EV cell producers adopt other battery technologies B which need not pay
patent royalty, and the diffusion ratio decreases when factor u increases. When the profit
of other EV cell is 1000, then the adoption of patent EV is near 90%; when the profit of EV
cell B is more than 5000, then the innovation ratio of EV cell A decreases to less than 50%,
as shown in Figure 4.
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4.3. Sensitivity Analysis of Factor l: The Patent Royalty of Each Unit EV Cell of Each EV Cell
Producer That Pays Patent Holder A

When the patent royalty is too high, the rational choice of EV cell producers is not
adopting patent technology, and the diffusion ratio decreases with the rise of the patent
royalty. For example, when the royalty is 2000, then most EV cell producers will rationally
not choose patented EV cell. However, if the royalty is less than 1500, then the innovation
diffusion ratio is higher than 60%. The patent royalty played a key role on external EV cell
producers adopting patented technology, as shown in Figure 5.
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4.4. Sensitivity Analysis of Factor a: Patented EV Cell an Advantage Coefficient

In the case that patent battery can occupy most power battery market under the com-
petition of market, with the changing of the advantage coefficient, most EV cell producers
choose to adopt patented battery technology. The patent holder can invest R&D to increase
the technology advantages over its competitors’ technology, as the patent licensing strategy
can play significant roles on market entry and adoption, as shown in Figure 6.
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4.5. Sensitivity Analysis of Factor v: Unit Profit of External EV Producer That Adopted Patented
EV Cell A

After the external EV producers adopted the patented EV cell products A, the impact
of the EV sales profit on the evolution process is analyzed, and the simulation showed
that when the profit v has a nonlinear relationship with the diffusion ratio x, the ESS
(Evolutionary Stable Strategies) points depends on the relationship of total EV producer
numbers, profit v and w. The diffusion ratio x at factor v 900 is higher than when v is from
950 to 1000, but lower than when v is 1500; the diffusion x at v 950 is lower than when v is
900, 980, 1000 and 1500, as shown in Figure 7.
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4.6. Sensitivity Analysis of Factor w: Unit Profit of External EV Producer That Adopted
Non-Patented EV Cell B

Similarly, as the competitive product of EV cell A, if the external EV producers adopted
the non-patented EV cell products B, the impact of the EV sales profit on the evolution
process is analyzed, and the simulation showed that the external EV producers have
incentive to adopt EV cell B if the profit is significant. The diffusion ratio of patented EV
cell increases when profit w decreases from 2100 to 1000; however, the diffusion ratio was
at ESS (Evolutionary Stable Strategies) point when w is 2200 is higher than 2100, which is
a reverse relationship compared with when w is in range from 2100 to 1000, as shown in
Figure 8.
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5. Optimization Algorithm

For patent holder firm, optimal licensing strategy is a critical decision-making [18]. The
decision-making space includes three major directions: adjusting patent royalty, indirectly
affecting the profit of patented battery A of EV cell producers and increasing the advantage
coefficient by investment in R&D. Thus, the objective function can be weighted objective
function based on adoption ratio and patent holder’s profit. The lower limit of adoption
ratio in the objective function can be set by enterprises, such as expecting more than 50%
of EV cell producers adopting the patent technology A, so as to achieve a wider diffusion
of innovation.

Due to the limitation of simulation on changing parameters, it is necessary to solve the
maximum value of the objective function in the three-dimensional strategy space through
the targeted optimization algorithm.

The following is the Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Optimization algorithm pseudo code

Step 1.Initialize the parameters initialization parameters
Step 2. Calculate ESS (x*)
Step 3. x = x*
Step 4. For 1 ∈ (l_low,l_upper)
Step 5. For a ∈ (0, 1)
Step 6. For r ∈ (r_low,r_upper)
Step 7. Calculate ESS (y*)
Step 8. if y* ∈ (y_threhold,1)
Step 9. if dF (y*)/dy < 0
Step 10. Calculate weighted object function
Step 11. Compare and return the maximum of the objective function
Step 12. End
Step 13. End
Step 14. End
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In Table 6, the weighted object function = 0.8 × profit/max potential market + 0.2 ×
diffusion ratio, the step of unit profit of EV cell producer is 1000, range (1000, 4000), the
step of patent royalty is 1000, range (500, 3500), the advantage coefficient step is 20%, in
range [0.2, 0.8], and the lower limit of diffusion ratio is 50%.

Table 6. Local and global optimization object function of EV patent holder.

Weighted Object Function Patent Royalty Unit Profit of EV Cell Producer Advantage Coefficient Diffusion Ratio

0.193 500 3000 40% 56.14%

0.209 500 4000 40% 64.18%

0.247 500 2000 60% 63.34%

0.269 500 3000 60% 74.23%

0.281 500 4000 60% 80.13%

0.282 500 1000 80% 60.57%

0.325 500 2000 80% 82.17%

0.337 500 3000 80% 88.48%

0.343 500 4000 80% 91.49%

0.352 1500 4000 40% 56.14%

0.487 1500 3000 60% 63.34%

0.509 1500 4000 60% 74.23%

0.601 1500 2000 80% 60.57%

0.644 1500 3000 80% 82.17%

0.657 1500 4000 80% 88.48%

0.726 2500 4000 60% 63.34%

0.921 2500 3000 80% 60.57%

0.964 2500 4000 80% 82.17%

1.24 3500 4000 80% 60.57%

The maximum weighted object function is 1.24, which under 80% advantage ratio,
with 3500 patent royalty and 4000 unit profit that can delivered to EV cell producer.

6. Conclusions

This paper tried to explain that how to maximize the patent holder’s return by patent
license strategy under different innovation diffusion channels, and we found that under the
condition of participating in the market competition of downstream firms, patent holder
return is influenced by the vertical and horizontal dynamic relationship among the down-
stream firms. The vertical competition reduced the return from product sales profits, while
patent licensing royalty increased the patent holder’s return. The downstream producers
return is impacted by patent royalty, profit that adopts different technology, number or
proportion of adopted producers, and patented technology advantage coefficient, which
changed the final ESS and diffusion ratio. The diffusion ratio is also one of the factors
that impacts the patent holder’s return. According to the analysis of evolutionary stability
strategy, it was found that EV cell producers’ patent royalty, profits of different EV cells
and advantage coefficient are key factors. The profit of the patent holder is affected by the
sales profits, patent royalty, advantage coefficients and diffusion ratio.

The innovation points of this paper mainly include the following aspects, which
extends the previous literature research methods in the EV cell industry; firstly, the EV
cell industry supply chain structure is different than other industries such as electronic
product in the previous literature, and the patent licensing relationship and competition
from three-stages supply chain of EV cell industry which the players and its competition
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relationship are explored. Secondly, this paper studied the patent licensee adoption deci-
sion, considering the evolutionary game analysis. Thirdly, an optimization algorithm for
decision making of patent holders that considers key factors and ESS (Evolutionary Stable
Strategies) strategy of key players would contribute to the literature on patent licensing
strategy in the EV cell industry.

(1) Based on the diffusion theory of technological innovation, a multistage and multi-
channel diffusion model of technological innovation is constructed, which unifies
horizontal and vertical innovation diffusion, comprising a patent holder and down-
stream players.

(2) From the point of view of a multiparty game of three-layered supply chain of patent
holder, EV cell producers and EV producers, this paper analyzes the dynamic game
relationship of the players under different technological innovation diffusion chan-
nels, such as patent license, produce for own use, and produce for external uses,
based on the integrated model, and analyzes the influence of different parameters on
evolutionary stability strategy.

(3) An optimization algorithm based on weighted object functions is developed to solve
local and global optimal solutions under different decision parameter spaces, and
the weight and step size can be adjusted accordingly to meet the varying needs of
different firms’ criteria.

Nevertheless, there are some limitations of this study: innovation and innovation dif-
fusion are complex processes impacted by technology, institution, adopters, the interaction
and interplay among the stakeholder; the adopter’s decision making can be heterogeneous
and can also be impacted by the network structure; in addition, the simulation is not real
data from certain companies rather than average values referred to open data sources such
as stock market documents. For certainty, we could perform the empirical data collec-
tion and case analysis based on the model and simulation, this can be further discussed
with certain EV cell and EV producers; therefore, future research will be extended from
these perspectives.
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